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You may have heard the story of the adviser who took up train watching

on the grounds that "It's nice to see something pass through this town

that I don't have to push." Anyone who has been involved with managing

educational change will know what he meant.

The title of today's conference theme is open to interpretation, because

we use the word "change" in two senses. It could mean coping with changes

that have taken place, in our case coping with one particular effect of

economic failure - growing youth unemployment. Or it could mean change as

innovation and be concerned with how to introduce new ideas and practices

into the educational system, the kinds of ideas and practices generated by

this pilot programme. Most of the conference papers under this theme

adopt this second interpretation of the brief and deal with the problems

of promoting change. Let me begin by trying to link the two connotations

through a comparison. The business of innovation has itself been overtaken

by a dramatic change of fortune, as we can see if we compare the conditions

of innovation in the sixties with the conditions today.

The sixties were the boom years, a period that educational historians will

look back upon as the Golden Age of innovation, an age that climaxed in

1970 when expenditure on Education, for the first and possibly the last

time, overtook expenditure on Defence. The curriculum reform movement,
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riding on an expansionist economy, was all drive, buoyancy and optimism.

It•was a growth industry, creating new territory at all levels. There

was consequently a terrific reward structure for those involved, and

no shortage of volunteers. Innovation experience and expertise was a

valued commodity, prominently featured on the curriculum vitae of anyone

who wanted to make it to the top - as teachers, advisers, administrators,

or as professors of the expanding academic field of curriculum studies.

Innovation was a great career, at a time of great job mobility and

ample resources for those with a problem-solving disposition. And on top

of all that there was a solvable problem - curriculum obsolescence. All

you had to do was take a chunk of the curriculum and bring it into line

with the latest thinking in the field. In retrospect of course, as we

contemplate the threatened demise of the Schools Council as an allegedly

failed enterprise and the evaporation of funds from the likes of the

Nuffield Foundation as their industry-based funding declines, it looks as

if the optimism of that period was misplaced. it is not my place here to

evaluate the merits of the boom years, though I believe those efforts

will be seen in time to have been harshly judged. My point is two-fold.

It was a good time to be an innovator - hard and demanding to be sure,

but undoubtedly rewarding. More importantly for our learning perhaps,

and the reason why we should listen most carefully to the experiences of

those involved in this pilot programme, is that all the innovation expertise

that has been accumulated in the post-war period - all the models and

theories and strategies and tactics, all the know-how, was based on the

experience of innovating in an expansionist economy. All of it is

suspect as a source of guidance for those who attempt to innovate in the

kind of recessionist economy we have now and will continue to have for the

forseeable future. The problems of managing change have themselves changed.

Look at the scene now - gloom and pessimism have replaced buoyancy and

optimism. Innovation without the adrenalin that comes from hope of

success or the prospect of personal reward. With the advent of career

stagnation there's no pay-off for the innovator, nowhere to go. In this

room we have a group of pilot project staff who've been with the programme

for four years and not many of them know where their next meal ticket is

coming from. In one sense it's a YOP programme for unemployed academics.

In the sixties most of them would have moved on and up into the welcoming
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groves of tenured employment. Not any more. And its the same for all

those in the system on whose voluntary effort innovation depends. Schools

are not queueing up to participate, even though. they are shorter of

resources than they have been since the war and even though, in the

transition area, substantial resources have been set aside and earmarked

for innovation. But the point about those resources is that they are

not under educational control. The fact is that the educational system,

whilst under increasing exhortation to respond to the changing needs of

the young, has been deprived of the resources that might enable it to

mount such a response. The DES plays a poor second fiddle to the Manpower

Services Commission, which commands almost all the innovation funds, whose

priority is service to the economy, and which has developed a customer-

contract relationship with the educational system, buying off bits of the

plant and services. This is already playing havoc with institutional

development in the Colleges, as the paper from Bradford will surely under-

line. Is that the future for the schools, playing ball with the MSC ?

Where is the voice of the DES, where are the advocates of emancipation

through education? Is it any wonder that the, schools are slow to react,

deeply suspicious, protective? Education has few friends in high places.

Let's look finally at the change in the problem that confronts the schools.

It is no longer curriculum obsolescence in the terms of the sixties, an

educational and in principle tractable problem. Now it is youth unemploy

ment, a non-educational and intractable problem. It is not a problem

created by teachers though the zeal with which agencies like the MSC have

promoted a deficit model of the school leaver might suggest otherwise. They

know that sharpening the competitive edge of their students will not

affect the unemployment figures. They are reluctant to engage in either

myth-making or warehousing. We need to look hard at what this pilot

programme has to offer them, and I shall come to that in a moment.

Summing up this contrast between the circumstances of innovation in the

sixties and the eighties, and having regard to the particular problem we

are trying to grapple with in this Programme, I would say that at present

we can have little hope of success in the management of change. Any service

faced, as our school and college system is, with resource starvation and

the threat of further cuts tends to concentrate on system maintenance and
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fends off demands for change. It already has to cope with forced change

and merely coping is enough to drain its available energy. A reward

structure could help but is not available. In these circumstances the

innovator is left with an appeal to the professional responsibility,

commitment and concern of the teachers about the plight of the young.

And at this point we have to face some hard questions about the power

and the plausibility of the innovations generated by the pilot programme.

Let me offer a couple of the kind of questions that may be in the minds

of those who keep the gates of the curriculum garden.

In the first place why, as the prospects of employment for these students

diminishes, is there so much emphasis on providing work experience, work

skills, work knowledge, work habits, work attitudes? Is this a form of

aversion therapy? Is it a form of compensation - if so what next,

Wendy houses for the homeless? Is it enough to answer such questions by

saying that the number of school leavers who find work still exceeds the

number who don't? In better economic times teachers used to bemoan the

fact that their opportunities to educate young people were undermined by

the lure of the job market. What are you saying to them now?

In the second place, but not unrelated to the first question, why is the

objectives approach to curriculum planning so prominent in this pilot

programme? Why, in other words, at a time when and in circumstances

where achievement credentials and fine grading assessment have largely

Lost their market value for the majority of youngsters, do we see such

an emphasis on a debased currency? Whose interests are served by these

pupil profiles we hear so much about? Why are young people in Clydebank

getting marks for punctuality? Are we in the business of refridgerating

a generation as our contribution to economic contingency planning? Is

that what this Programme has to say to teachers?

I am not suggesting that the Programme innovators cannot provide good

answers to such questions, only that they must if success is dependent on

an appeal to the educational conscience. `this is one of the few countries

in the world where in common discourse we are accustomed to using the

word "schooling" and the word "education" interchangeably. I think a

lot of people involved at the education end of the transition from
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education to work need to clarify the extent to which that still holds

for their ideas and proposals. I think a great many teachers will wonder

whether Programmes like this are part of the problem or part of the

solution. The first principle for managers of educational change is

make sure that you have something educational to offer.
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